Pins & Needles
Class Name
Charley Harper “Dolfun” Quilt
Instructor: Susan Z
Location: North Olmsted

Phone Number: 440-734-8330

Project: Playful Lap-sized quilt or wall hanging using sewing applique and free
motion quilting
Finished size 33” x 40”
Supply List:
*Basic Sewing Supplies
Sewing Machine, Power Cord, & Foot Pedal
Charley Harper “Dolfun” pattern (Pins and Needles)
1 3/4 yd light blue background fabric
½ yd medium gray fabric
fat eighth other gray or blue fabric
Scrap fabrics for eyes, turtle and tail. Batik for turtle body
fat quarter for turtle head, body, fins
backing according to desired finished quilt size
Batting
Fusible batting for trapunto effect for dolfin and turtle if desired
Construction thread and bobbins
Threads to match for applique
Neutral bobbins
Med tear away stabilizer
Fusible web
Open toe foot
Small or Serrated scissors
Regular Sewing Supplies

Before Class:
Trace Whale and Turtle applique pieces onto fusible web( it will need to be mirror imaged
from pattern.
Cut out applique pieces
You may wait until class if you are unsure about prep of anything before class
NOTE: A second class will be scheduled if class desires.

Your payment is your commitment to your class and to the instructor. The class may be postponed or refund issued IF a minimum
enrollment is not met. You must give a 3-day notice to transfer the fee to another class. Student must have basic knowledge of their own
sewing machine, including how to operate and thread your own machine. Please note: Neither your instructor or Pins &

Needles can be responsible for forgotten supplies and/or equipment. Please be sure to have all of your supplies
properly labeled. enrollment is not met. You must give a 3-day notice to transfer the fee to another class. Student must have basic
knowledge of their own sewing machine, including how to operate and thread your own machine. Please note: Neither your
instructor or Pins & Needles can be responsible for forgotten supplies and/or equipment. Please be sure to have
all of your supplies properly labeled.

